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SUMMARY 35 

Background: Nasal irrigation is widely used as an adjunctive treatment for allergic 36 

rhinitis. There is little evidence regarding the efficacy of the devices used in this 37 

procedure. The objective of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of the squeeze 38 

bottle nasal saline irrigation in persistent allergic rhinitis patients compared with a 39 

syringe.  40 

Methodology/Principal: We included patients between 18- and 60-years old 41 

presenting with persistent allergic rhinitis. All patients were instructed to perform 42 

nasal irrigation twice daily for four weeks. The patients were randomly assigned to 43 

use either the squeeze bottle nasal irrigation or a syringe for nasal irrigation. 44 

Symptoms score, physical examination results, satisfaction scores and adverse events 45 

were collected. 46 

Results: There were 116 patients enrolled in the study, 58 of whom used the squeeze 47 

bottle nasal irrigation system and 58 of whom used a syringe. During a four-week 48 

follow-up, improvements in patients' nasal symptom scores for rhinitis symptoms 49 

were significantly greater in the group treated with the squeeze bottle (mean 50 

difference = 0.82, p-value = 0.020, 95% CI = 0.12 to 1.51). However, the physical 51 

examination score was no statistically significant difference (mean difference = 0.48, 52 

p = 0.205, 95% CI = -0.27 to 1.23). No adverse events were reported. The overall 53 

satisfaction scores for both devices were excellent. 54 

Conclusions: This study supports the regular use of nasal irrigation with a positive-55 

pressure device, particularly a squeeze bottle, as an effective adjunctive treatment for 56 

allergic rhinitis. It is effective for reducing allergic rhinitis symptoms and can be used 57 

by patients with good compliance and minimal side effects. 58 

Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov/NCT02763241. 59 
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INTRODUCTION 69 

Allergic rhinitis is a common disease in both adult and paediatric group. The 70 

symptoms are aggravated when the patients exposed to an allergen such as mite, 71 

fungus or cockroaches. Allergic rhinitis symptoms include rhinorrhea, nasal 72 

obstruction, nasal itching, and sneezing (1). 73 

Allergic diseases can affect patient’s quality of life, decrease the performance 74 

and productivity. In the European Union, people with allergies are estimated to have 75 

symptoms for an average of 51 working days per year (2). Current ARIA guidelines 76 

recommended nasal saline irrigation as an adjunct therapy to nasal steroids and 77 

antihistamine (1).  78 

Nasal saline irrigation is a procedure in which the nasal cavity is rinsed with 79 

saline solutions. Saline nasal irrigation can be performed with various devices such as 80 

a spray, pump, squeeze bottle, nebuliser, or neti pot. These are available over the 81 

counter and can be used as standalone or adjunct treatments (3). 82 

The nasal irrigation can immediately help to unblock the nose by a direct 83 

mechanical flush of the secretion (4, 5). There were some pieces of evidence that the 84 

nasal irrigation can also decrease the infective pathogens (6) and inflammatory 85 

mediator's load (7, 8) and improve the mucociliary function (9, 10). 86 

According to the recent multicenter survey, large-volume high-pressure 87 

devices such as squeeze bottle was more effective than other kinds of device (11). To 88 

our knowledge, there has been no randomized controlled study directly compared 89 

each type of nasal irrigation devices. This study was designed to determine if the use 90 

of the squeeze bottle nasal saline irrigation adjunct to standard therapy improves nasal 91 

symptom score, physical examination score and adverse events in patients with 92 

persistent allergic rhinitis compared with syringe irrigation. 93 

 94 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 95 

Study design and setting 96 

 We conducted a parallel-group, open-label, randomized controlled trial with 97 

an equal allocation ratio between January 28, 2016 and January 30, 2018. The patients 98 

were recruited from the Otorhinolaryngology Department at Khon Kaen University, 99 

Faculty of Medicine's Srinagarind Hospital in Thailand. 100 

Participants 101 

 We included patients between 18 and 60 years old presenting with persistent 102 
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allergic rhinitis according to ARIA guidelines (1).  Allergic rhinitis was defined as 103 

rhinorrhea, nasal obstruction, nasal itching, and sneezing which are reversible either 104 

spontaneously or with treatment. Post-nasal drip mainly occurs either with profuse 105 

anterior rhinorrhea in allergic rhinitis or without significant anterior rhinorrhea in 106 

chronic rhinosinusitis. 107 

 Allergic rhinitis is subdivided into "intermittent" and "persistent" disease. 108 

Intermittent rhinitis means that the symptoms are present less than four days a week 109 

or for less than four consecutive weeks. Persistent rhinitis means that the symptoms 110 

are present more than four days a week and for more than four consecutive weeks. 111 

 We excluded patients with (a) acute or chronic rhinosinusitis according to 112 

EP3OS guideline (12), (b) acute nasopharyngitis (common cold), (c) a tendency to 113 

aspirate resulting from causes such as a cerebrovascular accident or craniofacial 114 

diseases, and (d) sinonasal, nasopharyngeal, and skull base tumors. 115 

 116 

Interventions  117 

 We randomly assigned participants to use either the squeeze bottle nasal 118 

irrigation or a syringe for nasal irrigation. They were instructed to perform the nasal 119 

irrigation twice a day – once in the morning and once in the evening. Both groups 120 

were received standard treatment for persistent allergic rhinitis, i.e., intranasal 121 

corticosteroid (fluticasone furoate) and oral non-sedative antihistamine (loratadine) 122 

for one month. 123 

 Squeeze bottle nasal irrigation: This method includes one 250 ml positive 124 

pressure squeeze bottle and 60 powdered saline packets. The patient was instructed to 125 

dissolve one packet into 250 ml of clean water in the bottle. If possible, the patient 126 

was instructed to use sterile, distilled, filtered, or previously boiled water (cooled to 127 

lukewarm, room, or body temperature).  128 

Syringe nasal irrigation: The patients were given a 20 ml syringe and 15 pre-129 

mixed 1,000 ml saline solution bottles to be used for one month. 130 

 131 

Randomisation 132 

The randomisation list was computer-generated by a statistician based on the 133 

block randomisation method with randomly selected block sizes of 2, 4, 6 and 8. The 134 

allocation assignment was sealed in opaque, sequentially numbered envelopes. 135 

Because of the nature of the interventions, it was not possible to conceal the 136 
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group allocation from the participants and health care providers. 137 

 138 

Outcomes 139 

Nasal symptom score 140 

 The 10-point visual analogue scale (VAS) was used as suggested by ARIA 141 

guidelines (1). Ten indicates that the participant is not bothered at all and zero means 142 

that the participant is extremely bothered. Participants' recorded their scores on the 143 

VAS daily. 144 

Physical examination score 145 

 The modified Lund-Kennedy score was used for nasal assessment. The score 146 

has three domains: discharge, inflammation, and polyp (13). The scoring mechanism is 147 

as follows: 1) Polyp: 0 – absent; 1 – limited to the middle meatus; 2 – extending to the 148 

nasal cavity 2) Mucosa edema: 0 – absent; 1 – mild/moderate edema; 2 – polypoid 149 

degeneration 3) Secretion: 0 – absent; 1 – hyaline; 2- thick and/or mucopurulent. 150 

Ease of use, learning curve, and satisfaction scores 151 

 A questionnaire was distributed to evaluate the ease of use, learning curve, and 152 

satisfaction scores of the nasal irrigation devices. The patients were asked to score 153 

each item on a 7-point Likert scale (14, 15). A score of one meant 'strongly disagree' and 154 

seven meant 'strongly agree'. 155 

 156 

Follow-up 157 

Follow-ups were conducted at one month. The physical examination was 158 

assessed at baseline and after one month of continuous use of the nasal irrigation 159 

device. The side effects were recorded by the patients in the diary and by the 160 

physician at baseline and follow-up.  161 

 162 

Ethical consideration 163 

 The research protocol was reviewed and approved by the Khon Kaen 164 

University Ethics Committee for Human Research (HE581519).  Patients eligible for 165 

investigation were approached by a research assistant. The patients were given a 166 

detailed explanation of the research procedures and possible impacts of the study. 167 

Patients who agreed to participate gave written informed consent. This research was 168 
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performed in accordance with relevant guidelines/regulations. 169 

 170 

Statistical Analysis 171 

The sample size was calculated using the confidence level of 95 percent and 172 

power of 90 percent to detect 1 ± 2.5-point difference in VAS score and 10 percent 173 

for lost to follow-up. The total sample size of 116 was needed. 174 

Statistical analyses were performed using the SPSS version 20 and Stata 175 

version 14.  Data were described as either means (for the continuous variables) or 176 

frequencies and percentages (for the categorical variables). Significant differences 177 

between groups were determined using the Student t-test or the Mann-Whitney U test 178 

for continuous variables. The chi-square test or the Fisher-exact test were used to 179 

determine whether there was a significant difference between the expected 180 

frequencies and the observed frequencies. The repeated measure outcome, i.e., VAS 181 

score was analysed using the generalized estimating equation.  For all tests, p < 0.05 182 

was considered statistically significant. 183 

The intention to treat approach was used for the analysis. All 116 patient’s 184 

data were used and compared within the groups to which they were allocated. In case 185 

of lost to follow-up, the data up to the last follow-up date was used in the analysis (16). 186 

 187 

RESULTS 188 

There were 116 patients enrolled in the study, 58 of whom used the squeeze 189 

bottle nasal saline irrigation system and 58 of whom used a syringe for irrigation. The 190 

participant flow diagram was shown in figure 1. 191 

There were 50 male and 66 female participants, and the average age was 45.29 192 

± 15.62 years. There was no statistically significant difference in terms of age, sex, 193 

severity at baseline, or underlying diseases between the two groups (Table 1). 194 

We first used the independent sample t-test analysis to compare the mean 195 

nasal symptom score (range 0-10, higher is better) between two groups at a specific 196 

time point i.e. at baseline and day 30. The nasal symptom score at baseline for 197 

squeeze bottle and syringe were 3.97 and 3.79 points respectively (mean difference 198 
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(MD) 0.17; 95% CI -0.48 to 0.83; p = 0.604). The nasal symptom score at day 30 for 199 

squeeze bottle and syringe were 8.02 and 7.17 points respectively (MD 0.85; 95% CI 200 

0.06 to 1.63; p = 0.0035), which was statistically significant (Table 2). 201 

Then, as the patients used the allocated devices at home and recorded their 202 

nasal symptom score daily for 30 days. A repeated measure analysis, which accounted 203 

for all recorded nasal symptom scores using visual analogue scale (VAS)  from day 1 204 

to day 30 using a generalized estimating equation model, found the overall mean 205 

difference to be 0.82 points (p-value = 0.020, 95% CI = 0.12 to 1.51), which was 206 

statistically significant. 207 

 Figure 2 showed the mean VAS scores at each time point for both groups. The 208 

VAS scores were increased over time in both groups. The superiority of the squeeze 209 

bottle was clear cut at the early phase of treatment and became less prominent in the 210 

later phase. 211 

 The modified Lund-Kennedy score (lower is better) decreased after treatment 212 

in both groups. However, there was no statistically significant difference between 213 

groups (mean difference = 0.48, p = 0.205, 95% CI = -0.27 to 1.23). 214 

 No patients in this study reported the adverse events such as epistaxis, pain, 215 

headache, aspiration or retained fluid in sinuses. Based on the 7-point Likert scale 216 

questionnaire, both groups rated their devices as excellent (more than 6; higher is 217 

better) for ease of use, learning curve, and satisfaction scores.  218 

 219 

DISCUSSION 220 

Nasal irrigation is widely used as an adjunctive treatment for allergic rhinitis. 221 

A recent Cochrane’s systematic review (17) found that saline irrigation may improve 222 

patient-reported disease severity compared with no saline at up to four weeks (SMD = 223 

-1.32, 95% CI = -1.84 to -0.81; 407 participants; six studies; low quality) and between 224 

four weeks and three months (SMD = -1.44, 95% CI = -2.39 to -0.48; 167 225 

participants; five studies; low quality). Although the evidence was low quality, the 226 

SMD values at both time points were considered as indicating a large effect. 227 

Until now, there have been no randomized controlled studies to compare nasal 228 

irrigation devices for treatment of allergic rhinitis. According to the recent multicentre 229 

survey, regular use of nasal irrigation, particularly with large-volume high-pressure 230 

devices such as squeeze bottle was an effective treatment for nasal disease. The 231 

subgroup analysis found that allergic rhinitis patients are likely to get more benefit 232 
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from large-volume high-pressure devices as indicated by better ease of use, learning 233 

curve, and satisfaction score (11). 234 

To our knowledge, this is the first randomized controlled trial to show that a 235 

squeezable bottle exhibits greater symptom relief than a disposable syringe for 236 

allergic rhinitis patients. In this study, we found a statistically significant difference in 237 

nasal symptom score between the two groups, with a mean difference of 0.82 points 238 

(p-value = 0.020, 95% CI = 0.12 to 1.51). Furthermore, scores indicating satisfaction, 239 

ease of use and learning curve were excellent. 240 

The superiority of the squeeze bottle was clear cut at the early phase of 241 

treatment and became less prominent in the later phase. This can be explained by the 242 

learning curve of the syringe users that in later stage could hold the syringe in the 243 

exact position that was snugly fit and prevented the saline leakage while the squeeze 244 

bottle users did not have this problem. 245 

Although the analysis showed a statistical significance of the nasal symptom 246 

scores between two groups, it is questionable whether the mean difference of 0.82 247 

points (95% CI = 0.12 to 1.51) was clinical significance or not?  248 

Currently, there was no standard minimal clinically significant difference 249 

(MCSD) in VAS nasal symptom score. However, there were some studies of MCSD 250 

in VAS pain score. The 95% confidence interval of the MCSD in VAS pain score was 251 

ranged between 0.9 to 1.5 point (18, 19). 252 

There was no statistically significant difference in physical signs (mean 253 

difference = 0.48, p = 0.205, 95% CI = -0.27 to 1.23). This may be due to the 254 

sensitivity of the physical examination tool was not high enough to detect the 255 

difference.  The modified Lund-Kennedy score was originally designed to evaluate 256 

rhinosinusitis patients. Furthermore, in the Cochrane’s systematic review of saline 257 

irrigation for allergic rhinitis (17), there was only one study from 14 studies that 258 

reported the physical examination results (20). This problem suggested there was a 259 

needed for a validated physical examination tool for allergic rhinitis patients. 260 

There were two forms of normal saline in this study. The squeeze bottle group 261 

used the dry saline powder in a packet to mix with clean water while the syringe 262 

group used premixed saline. This difference may not affect the nasal symptom or 263 

physical examination score but may affect the ease of use and satisfaction score of the 264 

patients. However, we did not find a statistically significant difference in ease of use 265 

and satisfaction score in this study. 266 
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From our patient’s experience, squeeze bottles can more effectively release the 267 

correct volume of solution into the nasal cavity, as the tip of the bottle fits into each 268 

nostril resulting in minimal leaking of the irrigated solution. This more effectively 269 

clears mucus from the nasal cavity, thereby allowing the sinus ostium to open 270 

secretions to be drained from the sinus. The squeeze bottle is easier to hold, and the 271 

volume of the irrigated solution can be adjusted by controlling squeezing pressure. 272 

For syringe irrigation group, although there were no complaints and the learning 273 

curve was rated as excellent. From the evidence in Figure 2, we found that the 274 

patients needed about 3 weeks to effectively use the syringe to relief symptom. 275 

 276 

CONCLUSIONS 277 

This study supports the regular use of nasal irrigation with a positive-pressure 278 

device, particularly a squeezable bottle, as an effective adjunctive treatment for 279 

allergic rhinitis. It is effective for reducing allergic rhinitis symptoms and can be used 280 

by patients with good compliance and minimal side effects. 281 

 282 
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 387 

FIGURES 388 

 389 

Figure 1. Participant flow diagram 390 

 391 

Figure 2. VAS score between groups 392 

 393 

TABLES 394 

Table 1. Demographic Data  395 

 Squeeze bottle  Syringe  p-value 

Age 44.83 ± 15.47 45.76 ± 15.88 0.75a 

Male (female) 22 (36) 28 (30) 0.26b 

Underlying diseases (percent)    

- Diabetes mellitus  7 1  

- Hypertension 7 2 0.99c 

- Thyroid diseases 1 1 0.38c 

Nasal symptom score at baseline 3.97 3.79 0.60a 

Physical examination score at 

baseline 

2.84 2.66 0.68a 

a- independent sample t-test; b - Chi-square test; c- Fisher's exact test 396 

 397 

 398 

 399 

 400 
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Table 2. Nasal symptom score at baseline and day 30 401 

Nasal 

symptom score 

Squeeze bottle Syringe Mean 

difference 

95% CI  

(p-value) 

Baseline (0-10) 3.97 ± 1.82 3.79 ± 1.76 0.17 -0.48 to 0.83 

(p = 0.604) 

Day 30 (0-10) 8.02 ± 1.91 7.17 ± 2.33 0.85 0.06 to 1.63 

(p = 0.035) 

 402 






